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SEPTEMBER 1894. 
XXVI I I .  On t/te Velocity of Sound in Air, Uases, and Vapours 
for #ure ~¥otes of d~erent .Pitch. ~?~/J. WEBSTER LOW~ 
t~h.D., B.A. ~ 
§ 1. Introduction. 
]~Y  ~he publication of R%naul~ s t  great work and the 
l )  immediate corroboration of his results by Le Roux:~, the 
general confidence in the previously accepted value of the 
velocity of sound was severely shaken. Since then several 
experimenters have sought, by measuring the wave-lengths of 
notes of different pitch, to arrive indirectly at the velocity of 
sound. With this object Knndt§ and Kayserl] have utilized the 
former's dust-figures, Sehneebeli¶ and-Seebeck~S Quineke's 
interference-tubes tJ~; and all have agreed in finding a greater 
velocity for the higher notes than for the lower ones, a result 
the reverse of that found by Regnault and KSnig $$. 
From theoretical considerations, Hehnholtz §§ and Kireh- 
hoff II I} have shown that friction and the conduction of heat 
Communicated bythe Author. 
t ' ":" " Compt. ~end, lx~L pp. 209-220; Mere. del'Imt, xxv. (1867). 
$ Ann. de Chem. 4 sgrie, xii. pp. 345-418. 
§ Pogg. Ann. cxxvii, p. 497 (1866); and cxxxv, pp. 837-372 and 
527-561 (1868). 
}l Wied. Ann. ii. pp. 218-241 (1877); and vi. p.465 (1879). 
¶ Pogg. Ann. cxxxvi, p. 296 (]869). 
*~ Pogg. Ann. cxxxix, p. 104 (1870). 
~-+, Quincke, .... Pogg. Ann, . cxxviii..._.p i77 (1866"). 
:~ Komg, .~/ldm. de llnst, xxxwl, p. 435. 
§§ Verhctncllungen d snatur.-histor, mediein. Verelns zu Heidelberg yore 
J~hre 1863~ iii. p. 16. 
Jill Pogg. Ann. cxxxlv, p. 177 (1868). 
Phil. Mag. S 5. Vol. 38. No. 232. Sept. 1894. S 
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250 Dr. J .W.  Low on the Velocity of Sound in 
must greatly affect the wave-length and the velocity of sound 
in narrow tubes. Their theory agrees only imperfectly with 
the results of Kundt, who employed mixed notes ; with those 
of Schneebeli, Seebeck, and Kayser, however, all of whom 
used pure musical tones, the accord is somewhat better. The 
methods of the last named inquirers, though correct in prin- 
ciple, are, however, in detail liable to various objections; I 
have therefore subjected the whole question of the indirect 
determination of the velocity of sound to a fresh investigation. 
The questions I set myself or answer were :~  
1. How does the velocity of sound vary in air and gases for 
pure notes of different pitch in tubes of different diameter ? 
2. How can the true velocity of sound in unlimited space 
be determined from that found in tubes ?
§ 2. Method of the Inq, uiry. 
At the suggestion of Prof. Quincke I measured the wave- 
lengths for tuning-ibrks of known vibration-frequency b  
means of his interference-tubes. I observed, not one minimum 
of vibration-intensity, as Seebeck had one, but successive 
maxima, by shortening the tubes by one, two, or more half 
wave-lengths. My apparatus (fig. 1) consisted of a wide 
glass tube O U, closed at the bottom with a cork and a stop- 
cock H. From tt  a long piece of guttapereha tubing led to 
a water-bottle F ; a second piece of narrower tubing con- 
nected the side-tube A, distant about 5 centimetres from the 
upper end of the main tube, with the ear of the observer at C, 
ending in a glass pipe coated with sealing-wax, so as to fit 
exactly into the outer passage of the ear. By raising and 
lowering He bottle F a swimmer B could be brought o any 
desired poin~ of the interference-tube, and the exact position 
of its upper smooth surface could be read off on a millimetre- 
scale fixed behind the tube. The swimmer consisted of a 
cork 4 eentim, long, loaded at the lower end with lead and 
coated with stiff paper and paraffin. The cork had almost 
the same diameter as the tube. 
The theory of vibrating air-columns, as developed by 
Kirchhoff, postulates a regular motion of He air-particles 
parallel to the axis of the tube. In the course of my experi- 
ments, however, whether the bare prong or the resonance- 
box of the tuning-fork was held over the opening of the tube, 
or the fork-handle pressed firmlyagainst any point of its 
sides, or the fork, with box attached, removed to any part of 
the room, I failed to observe any change in the positions of 
ihe maxima. These positions could, however, be most easily 
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Air ~c. for _Pure _Notes of di~erent _Pltclt. 951 
and distinctly found by using the flat side of the bare prong. 
Some of the earliest readings were taken with the resonance- 
box ; but I soon laid i~ aside, as the strong resonance of the 
box obscured too much the maximmn of resonance of the tube. 
.F 
C 5" 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
In a tube like that represented in fig. 1 the air-column can 
resonate in two different ways. In the one case a loop ibrms 
at the side-piece A, and a minimum of intensity is heard 
through the ~ubhag A C. The distance of the loop from the 
reflecting surface of the swimmer is then an odd multiple of 
a quarter wave-length. Raise the swimmer through a dis- 
tance equal to the length A O; increased by the amount of 
Rayleigh's correction ~for open pipes; then a loop forms at O, 
a greater change of density takes place at A~ and a maximum 
of intensity is heard through A C. The distance of the 
d-0.82 × radius of the pipe. Vide Lord Rayleigqa's ~Sound/vol.li. 
§ 307, and Appendix A. 
S2 
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25~ Dr. J .  W. Low on ~he Velocity of Sound in 
swimmer now from the end O, increased by tlayleigh's cor- 
rection, is an odd multiple of a quarter wave-length. The 
difference between two successive maxima or minima is thus 
half a wave-length. After careful trial I found that the 
maxima~ at all events for my ear, could be fixed with much 
greater precision than the minima. 
From the observed half wave-length, Vo, the velocigy of 
sound in dry air a~ 0 ° temperature and 760 millim, pressure 
was calculated by means of the formula 
v0= 2n2(1  ~t 3 
where 
n = the vibration-frequency of the fork, 
X = the observed wave-length, 
c, = the coefficient of expansion of air, 
t = the temperature of the air in degrees Cent., 
S = the vapour-tension of water, 
and B = the barometric height. 
Any influence of the intensity or sis viva of vibration upon 
the velocity of sound, which Regnault ~ thought he had dis- 
covered, but whic, h t~ink ¢ has with justice disputed, I could 
not observe. Kundt* also and Kayser* have found the 
velocity of sound invariable for different degrees of' vibration- 
energy of the sounding body. 
In making my observations I proceeded in the tbllowing 
manner : - -With the water-bo~tle, in the hand I raised and 
lowered the swimmer a few times until I had with tolerable 
certainty ascertained the positions of the maxima. More than 
one reading of the same maximum at the same time I never 
took ; I rather returned to it four or five times in order to 
get my obgervations as independent of one another as possible. 
The temperature was observed above and below at the 
beginning and the end of each experiment. 
92he tuning-forks % e,, gt, cw c,j were all made by KSnig, 
of Paris. The vibration-frequencies of the first four were 
found to be in the ratio of 4 : 5 : 6 : 8~ but caj made 1023"25 
vibrations when Cl~ made 512. 
I used three different ubes, which were of the same length~ 
1250 millim, and of which the diameters were 28 millim., 
17"1 millim, and 9"35 millim. 
In order to convey a clear idea of the degree of precision 
of which the me~hod is dapable, I shall quote the details of a 
* Regnault, Kundt, Kayser (see footnote% ante, p. 249). 
% Pogg. Ann. cxlix. 1 o. 5i6 (1873). 
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Air ~c. for P,~re Notes of dife~oent Pitch. 253 
single experimen~ taken ag random from y journM. This 
was one of a series made at the beginning of the inquiry, 
when I had joined two tubes together in order to follow the 
maxim~ as far down into the tube as possible. As-was to be 
expected on account of the decreasing intensity, the readings 
became more difl%ult the farther they were removed from the 
source of sound. After convincing myself in this way that 
the wave-length remained constant, I determined only the 
uppermost maximum and the lowermost that could be distinctly 
observed, divided their difference by the nmnber of half wave- 
!engths contained in the interval passed througl b and arrived 
an this way a~ lhe mean half wave-length. 
Fork ell, n . . . . .  512. 
Tube I[., diameter = 17"1 millim. 
1Vfean temperature = 12°"3 C. 
¥apeur-tension . --- 10"5 millim. 
Barometric height = 75@: millim. 
Temp. o_ 
12 
12"3 
12'3 
12"7 
~Ieanl2"3 
Readings for the Maxima. 
1. 
millim. 
157 
157 
156"5 
157'5 
157 ~ 
2, 
millim, 
483 
484 
484 
485 
484 
millim. 
811 
812 
811 
8t2 
811"5 
4. 
millim. 
1136 
1138 
1130 
1140 
1137"7 
5. 1 6. 
J 
-n~iilim_l-millim~- 
1464 I 1792 
1466 [ 1793 
1466 1792 
1467 1791 I 
1466'3 , 1792"7 
__J 
millim. 1 
2122 ] 
2119 I 
2121 / 
2120-7 
I 
Half Weve4engths. Velocity. 
327 millim. 326"3 metre. 
327"5 ,, 326"9 ,, 
326"2 ,, 325"6 ,, 
828"6 ,, 327'8 , 
3264 ,, 325'8 ,, 
328 ,, 327'4 ,, 
Mean ......... 326'6 ,, 
The first quarter wave- length in the above experiment, increased by 
t layleigh's eonect ion ( ]57+0'82  rhdius), gives a velocity of 327"4 metre. 
I very ~Jften calculated the velocity in this way, and always found nearly 
the same "~'alue as fi'om the other readings.  Such values were. howe~;er, 
never included in the mean~ 
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254 Dr. J. W. Low on the Velocity of Sound in 
From the above figures it is plain that the method, even 
for a tyro, makes considerable pretensions to exactness ; after 
many months of practice, however, the limits of error became 
still closer. 
Table showing the observed 1Viean Velocities in Air. 
Internal 
diameter 
ofthe 
tube. 
millim. 
I. 28 
II ....... 17'1 
III. 9'35 
C 1 • 
n----256. 
metre. 
327 "29 
325'24 
320"60 
e t • 
n=320. 
metre. 
327 "50 
325'54 
321"19 
91,  
n----384. 
metre. 
327"69 
326"03 
321 '88 
n=512. 
metre. 
328"33 
326'70 
323'60 
Cltt. 
~=1023"25 
metre. 
328'68 
327"80 
325"29 
§ 3. Kirchhoff's .Formula discussed. 
In the light of these results ]et us test Kirchhoff's* theore- 
tical formula for the velocity of sound in tubes : - -  
where 
v =the  observed velocity in tubes, 
a=the  velocity in unlimited space, 
r =the radius of the tube, 
n----the vibration-frequency of thetuning-fork, 
and ~/=a constant for friction and conduction of heat. 
For the same tube the product (a--  v) Vn must be constant, 
as also (a--v)2r for the same tone. 
Then from two results with the same fork and different 
tubes we get 
Vl~'  1 -~-- V2~ 2 a ~  
ri--r~ 
where  v 1 and r l denote the velocity and the radius of the 
wider tub% v~ and r2 the same quantities for the narrower 
one. Thus, by combining in pairs the results contained in 
the vertical columns of the above table, we should always get 
the true velocity of sound in the open air. My results calcu- 
lated in this way are as follows :--- 
* Pogg..Ann exxxiv, p. 177 (1868) ; or Kirchhoff's Ges. Abh. p. 543. 
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Air &c. for Pure Notes of different Pitch. 255 
Tuning-fork. 
C~ . . . . . . . . .  
01l . . . . . . . . .  
Ojj t . . . . . .  
Tubes 
I. and I I .  
metre. 
330"3 
330'3 
330'1 
330'7 
330'3 
Tubes 
I. and I I I .  
metre. 
330'6 
330"6 
330"5 
330"7 
830'5 
Tubes 
I I .  and IlrI. 
metse. 
83t'1 
830'9 
330"9 
330'6 
330'6 
metre. 
330"67 
33060 
830"50 
330"67 
330'47 
330'582 
If this be the ~rue velocity of sound in the open, then the 
values of (a--v) 2r taken vor¢ioally in {he first of the following 
tables, and those of (a--v)v~ ~aken horizontally in ~he 
second, should, as required by Kirchhoff's formula, be constant. 
TABLE I .  
Values of (a-- v) 2r. 
~ernat 
meter 
the 
u.be. 
llim. 
~8 
7"1 
9"35 
~ = 256. 
0~09843 
9825 
9867 
qa = 320. 
0"0862(~ 
8018 
~77,8 
n=384. 
0'98093 
778O 
8132 
~----512. 
0'06301 
6634 
6527 
eqt~. 
= 102325 
005321 
4753 
4945 
TABL~ II. 
Values of (a--v) V'n. 
Internal 
diameter 
of the 
tube. 
millim. 
28 
17"1 
9'35 
~ = 256. 
52"04 
85"43 
159'7 
fit" g I° 
n=320. ~t=384. 
554)9 56 ' 2 
90"14 89'15 
168"0 170"4 
O jr. 
~:512.  
5@91 
87"78 
158"0 
Cdij* 
---- 1023"25. 
60'77 
8890 
169"2 
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256 Dr. J .W.  Low on the Velocity of Sound in 
Considering that any error in the observed value of v 
becomes greatly magnified in the above numbers, the small 
deviations from a constant mean are ahnost negligible. The 
generally excellent agreement between theory and experi- 
ment, when a=330"58 metre, speaks for the correctness of 
this number as the true value of the velocity of sound. 
I f  with this value we calculate the constant 7 for ~he dif- 
ferent tubes, we find the following results :~  
Tube. 
I . . . . . . .  
II ....... 
1II ....... 
O t • 
0'007902 
7830 
8002 
e I . 
0'008265 
8262 
8418 
0008500 
8264 
8543 
Cl i• 
0"007642 
8046 
7916 
oj;j. / 
0"009122 
8149( 
8480 
lYlean=0'007989. 
This experimental mean 0"007989 tallies ve W closely with 
t9"00742, the theoretical valu% ealeulated by means of 
Kirchhoff's formula* from O. E. Meyer'st constant of 
friction of air and Maxwell's theory of the conduction of 
heat. 
We may also calculate k, the ratio of the specific heats, by 
the formula 
a=~//B" Q" g" k 
Ao 
where B=0"760 metr% Q=13"596~ 9=9'81 metr% and 
1 40= ~.  
By substituting these values and putting a = 330"582 metre 
we lind 
k= 1"3947, 
while all previous values lie between 1"419 and 1"3845. 
tZ 
where 
a= the true value of the velocity of sound in air~ 
b = Newton's 
tL = a constant for conduction of heat, 
v =a constant for friction. 
Fide Kirc]ahoff's Ges. Abh. p. 543. 
t" Pogg..Ann. xxxii, p.642. 
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Air 8it.for Pure .Notes of di~erent Pitch. 257 
My results for air may be smnmed up as follows :-- 
I. The velocity of sound in narrow glass tubes is smaller 
than in the open air ; it increases with the diameter of the 
tube and the pitch of the note. 
2. The loss which the velocity of sound suffers in narrow 
glass tubes is inversely proportional to the diameter and the 
square root of the vibration-frequency. In other words, the 
formula 
auv~ it 
2r ~" ~rn 
is correct if a, the true velocity, = 330"582 metre ~, ~nd % the 
constant for t?iction and conduction of heat~ =0"007989. 
3. The ratio of the specific heats for air is 1"3947". 
§ 4. Carbonic Acid. 
The alterat!on ofthe apparatus necessary for the application 
of this method to gases depends upon the density of the gas. 
For carbonic acid everything remained the same as for alr~ 
with the exception of a small change at the side-piece A. 
As the main tube had to remain open~ the chief difl=iculty 
lay in keeping the gas pure. The air could either, by d i f  
fusion~ penetrate into the tnbe~ or, by the lowering of the 
water-column, be drawn into it. The difficulty was over- 
come in the following manner. 
The three arms of a T (fig. 2) were fi~ted with pieces ot" 
gutta-percha tubing, of which the one led to the side tube A, 
the other to the gas-apparatus, and the third to the ear of the 
observer. The T-piece was fixed so high and so inclined to 
one sid% that the heavy gas flowed in a natural manner into 
the main tube. 
The gas was generated in a Kipp's apparatus from oyster- 
shells and hydrochloric acid, and eondncted through a system 
of wash-bottles and pearl-tubes aturated with a solution of 
sodium carbonate. The method of filling was as follows : -
The swimmer was raised to A and the stopcock /5 dosed. 
After the gas had flowed a short time through the ear-tubing, 
it was firmly clamped. The gas could now only escape 
through the side piece A, and thus the air still remaining in 
the upper portion of the main tube was rapidly expelled. The 
open end at O was then made air-tight and the stopcock It 
opened. The energy of the generation of the gas drove the 
water out of the tube back into the bottle~ but always against 
a small eounter-pressur% as i always took care that he surface 
Corrected on page 264. 
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258 Dr. J. W. Low on tlw Velocity of Sound in 
of the water in the bottle stood higher than the surface of 
that in the tube. In this way it was impossible for the air fo 
penetrate into he tube, even though the apparatus had not 
been air-tight. Everything was, however, always perfectly 
air-tight. When the tube was full, the stopper at O and the 
clamp on the ear-tubing were removed, the tuning-fork bowed, 
and the positions of the maxima ascertained exactly as in the 
case of air. While the observations were being made, the 
gas apparatus remained in action, so that a slow steady stream 
of pure carbonic acid poured through the upper portion of 
the tube and overflowed its edges. ,
The observed half ~ a~ o-length ~ as corrected to 0 ° C. and 
760 millim, in dry gas by means of a formula analogous to 
the one used for air. 
Table showing the observed mean velocities in 003. 
ternal 
,meter 
f the 
~ube. 
illim. 
.7"1 
9"35 
~=256. 
met.re. 
255"38 
254'53 
252"58 
81 - 
n=320. 
metre. 
255 "73 
254"96 
253"03 
J 
/ 
72Z/'9 
metre, metre. 
255"86 256"05 
255'24 255"36 
253"41 253'69 
Or.. 
~=1023'25. 
metre. 
256"37 
255"78 
254"49 
By combining the results in the vertical columns in pairs 
as explained on page 254 for air, we find the following values 
for the velocity of sound in carbonic acid in unlimited space. 
Tuning-forL i 
0 I 
e~ . , ,  
g, 
OAI 
c I I  
Tubes 
I. and II. 
millim. 
256"7 
256"8 
256"8 
257 "0 
257"0 
Tubes 
I .  and I I I .  
mil]im. 
256"7 
257"1 
257"2 
257"2 
257'2 
Tubes 
II. and III. 
millim. 
256"7 
257"2 
257"5 
257"2 
257"2 
)/lean 
~rema, 
millim. 
256"7 
257"03 
257"I7 
257'13 
257"13 
257'03 
For the purpose of comparing my results for air and car- 
bonic acid with those of other observers, I have constructed 
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Air ~*c. for Pure _Notes of di~erent Pitch. 259 
gho following table, in which the values for carbonic acid are 
referred to those tbr air as unity. 
. . . . . . . . .  Dulong*. l~egnaul~t. Wiillner$. Kundt§  Low. 
Air ...... 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 
CO 2. ..... I 0"7856 [ 0"8009 0'7812 07,85 0"77750 
To test further the validity of Kirehhoff's formula, I have, 
as before, calculated the products (a--v)2r and (a--v)Vn 
for a--257"03 metre. The results~ taken vertically in th~ 
first table and horizontally in the second, should be constant. 
TABLE I. 
Values of (a-v) 2r. 
Tube. 
I .  
II. 
I I I  ....... 
c j .  
0"04620 
4275 
4161 
e I • 
0'03640 
3540 
3741 
0"03273 
3061 
3385 
Cti, 
0"02745 
2856 
3123 
C~ t- 
0'918~8 
2137 
2374 
TABLE II. 
Values of (a--v) ¢~. 
I I I  ....... 71"24 
23"26 
37 '03 
71'47 
gt '  
2293 
35'09 
70'94 
22'17 
37"79 
75"56 
%,. 
21.11 
39"98 
81"25 
Here ,  again, the deviat ions from a constant mean are quite 
un important ,  and are ev ident ly  due to small  errors of ob- 
servat ion.  
Ann. de Chlm. et de _Phys. tom. x. p. 41. 
t Regn~ult~ see footnotes, p. 249. 
Zehrb~wh d.er 2h]/sik; iv. Aufl. 1, p. 804. 
~ Kundt, see footnot% p. 249. 
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260 Dr. J. W. Low on the Veloeltg of Sound in 
The vahles of 7, the constan~ for friction and conduction of 
heat, are as follows : - -  
Tube, 
I I  . . . . . . .  
I I I  . . . . . . .  
0"005C99 
4718 
4592 
el. 
0-004490 
4367 
4615 
0"00!424 
4137 
4575 
CIj. 
0.004284 
4457 
4873 
0,~ I. 
0"004078 
470~ 
5240 
Mean=0"004577, 
The ratio of the specific heats, calculated in the same way 
as for air, I found to be 1"2883. RSntgen ~ gives 1"3052 and 
MSller t 1"2653. 
To recapitulate,-- 
1. Kirchhoff's formula for the determination f the velocity 
of sound in tubes holds good for carbonic acid as well as for 
air if the velocity in the free gas = 257"03 metreS, and the 
constant for friction and conduction of heat =0"004577. 
(2) The ratio of the specific heats for carbonic acid is 
1"2883 $. 
§ 5. H~d~,oae~. 
The remodelling of the apparatus for gases lighter than air 
caused much trouble. In its final form I simply inverted the 
whole apparatus as employed for carbonic acid. I~ was 
now in fact a siphon ; the open end of the tube was below 
and the stopcock above. The few drops of water that trickled 
out I led aside with a fail of lamp-wick. The method of 
filling was the same as for carbonic acid, only here every- 
thing was inverted. 
On account of the extraordinary tenuity of this gas, the 
wave-lengths are very great, and much longer tubes than 
before were necessary. I soon found that the energyof the 
vibrating mass of the gas was too small to seg the membrane 
of the tympanum properly in vibrafioh~ and that exae~ readings 
of the maxima were unattainable. 
The following readings were taken with tube II. and fork clj 
at a temperature of 15 ° C. :~  
* Pog'g. Ann. exlviii, p, 612 (1874). 
,+ Wied. Ann. xviii, p. 116 (1883). 
$ Corrected on page 264. 
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A;r 3fc. for _Pure Notes of d~erent Pitch. 
- millim, v 0 metre. 2 
1185 12g0-4 
1120 1172'0 
1175 1250"6 
1160 1234"2 
1150 1223"3 
1145 1217-9 
I220 1297"5 
261 
Mean 1236"5 
Regnan]t gives 1200'77 and 1166"67, but these nmnbers 
are probably too smalh 
According to a few experiments which I made later with 
coal-gas, the form of the apparatus that was used for carbonic 
acid seems also suitable for gases lighter than air. ]n this 
case, however, the observer must operate as rapidly as possible. 
§ 6. Mixtures. 
I also applied the method with good success to mixtures of 
air and vapours. The form of the apparatus was the same as 
for air, only that in this case the bottle was filled with the 
evaporating liquid instead of with water. 
I raised the liquid in the tube as far as the side--piece A, 
then let it slowly sink and remain standing for a time, which 
~Taried from a few seconds to two hours. The temperature 
for all the experiments was coastant (17 ° C.). With tube II. 
and fork cjl j I took six sets of readings given below. At the 
beginnin~ of each set, one or two half wave-lengths come 
where only very little vapour was present. Then with in. 
creasing saturation the half wave-lengths gradually decrease, 
until in the immediate neighbourhood of the liquid they 
become constant. 
Experiments with Ethyl-ether Vapouf'. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
Surface of ether below. 
~- millim.= 160 153 - -  156 153 159 
:~ 144 154 145 ]51 ]53 156 
130 143 130 132 132 132 
109 1]0 108 1'12 110 114 
]08 110 114 112 112 112 
112 110 110 113 113 110 
109 109 109 110 110 110 
~urf~ce of ether ~b0r¢. 
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262 :Dr. J. W. Low on the Velodty of Sound in 
The mean of ~he last six half wave-lengths in the immediate 
neighbonrhood f the surface of the liquid is 109"5 millim. 
The velocity of sound in air v is calculated by the formula 
`0== B.Q .g 
where B denotes the barometric height, Q the specific gravity 
of mercury, g the accelerating force of gravity, o- the density 
of air referred to water~ and k the ratio of the specific heats. 
The analogous formula~ when vapour is present~ is 
B.Q.,v 
,02-- 
~T (71 
k+ kl 
B .Q .  9 ( l+~t)  
~0 2-8+~o uS'  
k" Po kl" Po 
where u=density of the vapour compared with air, and 
tt=thermal eoemcient of expansion of gases. 
Or 
v2_ pok(1 +,~t) ku.S) ~o(1-~ +~ 
1 =po/~ (t +at). 
k \S a° l+~Eu- -1 ) )  
- -  Be. Q0..q. k 1 + ~t  
- -  , ° 
or ~ 1 +at 
`0=vo~/ k )S" 
In Nrther explanation of ~he above I add 
Air. Ether vapour. 
1 
Density .................. o-= 77--3 o'x=uo'= 2"60 o" 
Sp. heat const, pressure 
~p. heat const, volume k kl 
Partial pressm'e ......... p-- S S 
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Air 3;c. for Pure Notes of di~erent Pitch. 263 
:Pressure p---- B.  Q. y~ 
pc =Be. Q0.g, 
--0"760 × 13.596 × 9.810 metre. 
If kl be the unknown~ then 
ku 
B kl----- (~( l+~t)_ l}~+ 1 
By substituting 
k =1"3968, a =0"003665~ 
u ----2"600~ t =17°C., 
Vo = 330"88 metre, B----- 0"750 metre, 
v =2 x 1023"25 x 0"1095 meh'% S=0"38528me~.r% 
we get as ratio of the specific heats of ethyl-ether 
k = 1"0202. 
Jaeger *fonnd 1"097 (at 20 °) and Mii]lert 1"0288 (between 
450"4 and 220"5). 
A phenomenon, similar to the one observed in a mixture of 
air and vapour~ I found also in a mixture of air and carbonic 
acid. 
In the manner already described I filled the tube half full 
with carbonic acid, then turned the gas off and let the water 
sink. The upper portion of the tube was thus iiIled with air 
and the lower with carbonic acid. With fork cju and tube II. 
I ibund the following readings : -  
Surface of the water below. 
165 165 )_ 
165 165 j  air. 
150 140 
135 135 
130 130 } 
130 130 carbonic acid. 
Surface of the water above. 
In both columns the two first~ half wave-lengths agree with 
those previously found for pure air, the ~wo last with those for 
pure carbonic acid. This is a simple method of ascertaining 
with fair exactness the relative velocities of sound in air and 
carbonic acid or other suitable gases. 
Wied. Ann. xxxvi, p. 209 (1889). 
t Wied..Ann. xviii, p. 116 (1883). 
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264: On tl~e Velocity of Sound in Ai~" ~'c. 
§7. 
After my experiments were finished I had some doubt as 
to whether the vibration-fl'equency of c~ was exactly 256. I 
decided the point by means of an electric registration method. 
A small, thin, pointed piece of platinum-plate was attached 
to the end of.one of the prongs of the fork, and the vibration- 
curves were traced on a metal cylinder coated with blackened 
paper. A weak induction-current~ with mercm'y contae~ with 
the seconds-pendulum of a clock of known daily erro h was 
generated and conducted by the platinum poin~ to the 
blackened paper. The nmnber of waves between the marks 
of the sparks, taken two and two, gave the double vibration- 
frequency of the fork. As a result I found that c I made 
256"23 vibrations per second. This necessitated small cor- 
rections in my results~ which are shown below. 
Velocity of Sound. 
Uncorrected. Corrected. Regoault e. 
Ai r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Carbonic Acid ... 
:gydrogen ......... 
:Ether ¥apour ... 
330 '582 m,  
257"03  m.  
1236 5 m. 
175"77 m.  
330"88 m. 
257'26 m. 
1237"6 m. 
175"93 m. 
330"7 In. 
259"57m. 
1200"77 & 1166"67 m.
178 8m. t  
Corresponding corrected Ratios of the Specific Heats. 
Low. :RSntgen ,+. :P. A. Miiller §. 
Air . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Carbonic Acki ... 
Hydrogen ......... 
Ether Vapour ... 
1"39~8 
1"2914 
1'3604 
1"0244 
1"4053 
13052 
1'3852 
1 4062 
1'2653 
1"0288 (at 22 °) 
1'094 ? 
* Mgm. de l'Insl, xxxvii, p. 133; Compt. J~end. lxvi. p. 219 (1868). 
t Jaeger, Wied.  Ann. xxxvi, p. 209 (1889). 
:~ Pogg'. Ann. cxlviii. I o. 606 (1873). 
§ Wied. Ann. xviii, p: 116 (1880). 
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On the Hatchet JPlanlmeter. 265 
The experiments with hydrogen can only be regarded as 
approximately correct. 
My results for the velocity of sound in air and carbonic 
acid in glass tubes of different diameters are in full agreenlent 
with Kirchhoff's tkeoretical formula founded upon the con- 
sideration of the friction and the conduction of' heat of gases. 
The velocity of sound in fl'ee space for air and carbonic 
acid is~ according to my results, invariable for tones of 
different pitch and intensity. 
It is my pleasant duty to express here ~o Professor Quincke 
my heartiest hanks for his kind support and instructive 
counsel during the prosecution of the above inquiry. 
The Physical Institute, Heidelberg, 
January 1894. 
XXIX. ~Tte Hatchet Planimeter. By F. W. H1LL ~-. 
T HE hatchet planimeter consists essentially of a tracing- point and a convex chisel-edge l~gidly connected, the 
point and the edge being in the same plane. When the 
point is moved alongany line~ the edge describes a curve of 
pursuit. 
The object of this paper is to investigate how the instru- 
ment may be used to determine areas. 
Let the tracer start from a point O inside the area, move 
along any line to the perimeter, then round the perimeter and 
back along the same line to 0 ; the solution of the problem 
consists in finding an expression for the angle AOt~ be- 
tween the initial and final positions OA, OB of the line 
joining the ~racing-point and chlsel-edge. 
All attempts to express the area of the curve in terms of 
this angle proved futile xcept in a few special cases~ such as 
the circle and square; but the magnitude of the angle may be 
found in the form of an infinite series, the most important 
term of which is a multiple of the area. The complexity 
of the result would seem to show that no simple geometrical 
explanation is possible. 
Let the tracer move a distance r along a straight~ line (fig. 1) ; 
then, if X, %' be the initial and final inclinations of the rod to 
the line, c the length of the rod, it is easily proved that 
tan 2X---= e- tan ~ . . . . . . .  (1) 
Communicated bythe Physical Socie~ : read June 22~ 1894. 
Phil. M~g. S. 5. Vol. 38. No. 232. S6vt. 1894. T 
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